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Apparent Image Formation by Compton-Scattered
Photons in Gamma-Ray Imaging

Mai K. Nguyen, C. Faye, L. Eglin, and T. T. Truong

Abstract—The solution to the scatter problem remains a major
technical challenge in gamma ray imaging. This paper presents a
modelization of apparent images formed by scattered photons at
various energies. It may be used either to generate a series of real-
istic multi-energy images or be included in an image enhancement
procedure.

Index Terms—Apparent images, gamma ray imaging, images
indexed in energy, multi-energy image, scattering, single photon
emission computed tomography (SPECT).

I. INTRODUCTION

GAMMA ray imaging allows the visualization of hidden
structures by detection of gamma radiation distributed

within the objects under study. This is used in much of imaging
modalities widely found in industrial testing by nondestructive
control techniques, inspection of nuclear sources, and nuclear
medicine. However, the quality of gamma images is very poor
in terms of spatial resolution and SNR. This is due to many de-
grading factors in gamma detectors such as low performance
of gamma optics, Poisson noise of photon emission, and sev-
eral physical processes (attenuation, photoelectric effect, and
Compton scattering in biological media). In particular, Compton
scattering causes deflection of photons and their energy loss.
This leads to false sources, blurs in images, reduction of image
contrast, and consequently to poor image quality [1]. Finding
the solution to the scatter problem remains a major technical
challenge [2]–[5].

Up until now, efforts have been concentrated in the elimina-
tion of scattered photons. The most common idea is to sepa-
rate the scattered components from the nonscattered (primary)
ones and only keep the primary events. Whatever the method
used, scattered photons are either subtracted off from the overall
counts or filtered with the use of narrow energy windows. But
it is not clear that discarding Compton scattered photons is the
appropriate solution.

In fact, a primary (direct) image of the object is obtained
when -photons emitted from the object have gone through the
medium without Compton scattering and have directly entered
the collimator along the vertical axis of the camera. The number
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of such photons is unfortunately very small compared to the
total number of emitted photons by the object. This ideal image
although in one-to-one correspondence with the object is quite
weak and also blurred by noise, secondary scattering against the
collimator walls, fluctuations of measurement electronics, etc.
Thus, the quality of this image is poor and some improvement
is necessary. This problem is discussed elsewhere [6].

In currently used gamma cameras, typically 70% to 80% of
the incident photons are discarded by the photopeak energy
window. Moreover, among those retained, roughly 30% to
40% should not have been taken because they have suffered
from scattering. So this kind of separation technique leads to
a net loss of photons collected and a very bad SNR. This is
especially penalizing for detections of small spots and medical
applications where both accuracy and low dose of radiation are
required.

Although the scattered photons carry less information about
the source than the primary ones, they may turn out to be useful
to improve the image quality. This is particularly true when one
considers the backscattered photons (i.e., photons which follow
a back and forth path). From the camera point of view, these
photons appear to come from the right location of the object.
Taking into account these scattered photons may lead to a slight
improvement in the image resolution, but more likely, to a sig-
nificant reduction of noise-affecting images.

In our approach [7], instead of rejecting the scattered photons,
it is proposed that we account for them in image processing from
formation to restoration. The performance of an imaging system
depends first on the accuracy of image formation modeling. This
paper shows how take into account the scattered photons in the
image formation process.

After Compton collisions, the emerging photons carry less
energy than incident ones and are deflected. Thus, photons ar-
riving at the cameras have energies that are continuously dis-
tributed below the incident energy and they do not necessarily
come from the same point source. These photons build up sec-
ondaryapparentimages at various energies, superimposed on
the direct image. The set of these images (direct and apparent),
form the so-called multi-energy image sequences.

Our aim is to study the nature of secondary apparent im-
ages of an object from Compton-scattered photons at different
energies. It may be relevant for constructing a new model of
multi-energy image formation. The idea is particularly suited
for the last generation of medical single photon emission com-
puted tomography (SPECT) cameras operating in “list” mode
since both energy and location of the photon are recorded.

We limit ourselves to single (first-order) Compton scattering.
This is in fact the case for scattering events in the photopeak
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window [5]. Higher-order scattering will be considered in a
subsequent work. The first-order multi-energy image sequences
are created in reasonable computation time, as opposed to
Monte Carlo simulations, which require excessive time and
huge memory and which must be performed anew for each
patient.

In this paper, Section II describes the formation of apparent
images at various energies. In Section III, examples of such
types of images from a thyroid phantom are presented as illus-
trations and their quality is commented.

II. FORMATION OF APPARENTIMAGES

We consider here the intensity at a detector pixel due to
one point source on the object as function of the scattered
photon energy. From emission to reception in camera detector,
a photon may undergo several Compton collisions. In this
work, we shall be concerned solely with processes involving
one Compton scattering for photons.

To catch the essential of the image formation mechanism we
shall consider the following simple system (Fig. 1).

The object is flat and lies in a plane perpendicular to the axis
of the camera. It is limited by a simple curve, i.e., a curve de-
scribed by a simple equation. Let be the detector pixel with
coordinates , at which Compton-scattered pho-
tons in the upper medium arrive andbe a point source on the
planar object. It is assumed thatemits isotropically in all di-
rections. Call the number of -photons emitted per unit
of time by a unit area of the planar object around. Let be
a Compton collision site in the upper medium. The number of
photons arriving at per unit of time and per solid angle unit
from is

(1)

where and is the attenuation coefficient of the upper
medium.

At , the photon interacts with an electron at rest, the inci-
dent photon has lost energy, it emerges from the collision with
an energy in a direction making an angle with the incident
direction as given by the Compton formula [9]

(2)

where is the ratio between the incident photon
energy and the rest energy of the electron.

The photon has only a finite probability for emerging in this
direction and arriving at , which is expressed by a differential
cross section . Thus, the total number of emerging pho-
tons per unit time in the direction of the elementary solid angle

is

(3)

where is the vertical coordinate of , , the distance from
to the upper medium (see Fig. 1), and

(4)

Fig. 1. Schematic arrangement of the system.

is given by the so-called Klein–Nishina formula [9]

(5)

Here, is the “radius” of the electron m.
It is interesting to note that we start out with primary isotropic
sources but secondary sources are completely anisotropic.

Now the total number of photons reaching the collimator due
to point sources in an elementary area of the object ,
where and are local polar coordinates of, as in Fig. 1,
is

(6)
with the number of free electrons per unit volume of upper
medium.

If is the projection of onto the object plane, then we call
, (see Fig. 1) has now the expression

(7)

where .
The quantity is the dimen-

sionless part of . It varies as a function of or
due to first-order Compton effect. Its theoretical curve goes to
zero at photopeak energy and at backscattered photon energy

exactly and the form of this curve is reminiscent
of the one found by Monte Carlo method in the literature [8].
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Given the line joining the detector pixel to its projection
onto the object plane, the collision site may be anywhere
on this line in the upper medium, i.e.,belongs to the range

. The case is to beexcludedsince for
, a photon emitted at site must come out perpendicularly

to the object plane and therefore cannot be Compton scattered.
This photon having energy belongs to the direct image and
must not be counted in the formation of the apparent image.
This requirement can be achieved by declaring that be
identically zero for .

To get the total intensity at per time unit, we must integrate
over and since we collect contributions of all point sources
on the object. For this, it necessary to determine the integration
ranges.

First, we fix in the semi-open interval . This de-
termines a collision site on . The cone of apex and
opening angle intersects the planar object along an arc of
circle (of radius ) limited by two ends with an-
gular coordinates and . Any point source on this
arc could emit a photon that Compton scatters atand winds
up at . Expressing the coordinates ofin the reference of the
collimator as , ,
and , we see that the-integration is merely a
mean value on an arc of circle

(8)

Now the limits of the -integration depend essentially on the
shape of the planar boundaryof the object. In general, for
given (or energy ), there will be a cone of apex and
opening angle , which contains the entire object in its circular
basis, the boundary of which being tangent at least at one point
to . The height of this cone belongs to the interval
and will be called . If (the projection of onto the object
plane) lies inside the object, clearly the lower limit of the-in-
tegration is zero, with the restriction on explained previ-
ously. But if does not belong to the object (this is the case
when is of the shape of a horse-shoe surrounding), there
will be a smallest cone of height and opening angle ,
which does not contain any part of the object and is tangent to

at at least one point. Consequently, the total intensity per time
unit received at due to the object for is

(9)

with being the integral

(10)

Next we examine the dependence of on in
the energy range . Near the photopeak energy

, the image is primarily a direct image with almost no contri-
bution of Compton-scattered photons, this image should suffer
no blurring. But for energies near , the deflection
angle is near and will contribute only scattering sites

near . But then should be far away, hence, beyond the

Fig. 2. Thyroid phantom containing cold nodules.

boundary of the object, where is zero. Thus, one ex-
pects that for , the image will be of very bad quality.

Given or and the (vertical) direction of the outgoing
photon from a scattering site in the upper medium, all pos-
sible incident photons from the object must lie on a cone of apex

and opening angle . It seem that the photon scattered at the
energy come from a virtual object included in the volume
of scattering medium. This virtual object is characterized by its
apparent activity which is linked to the activity of the original
object by the relation (9).

When varying the energy in the interval a set of
apparent images is obtained. It forms with the direct image a
sequence of images indexed in energy (the so-called the multi-
energy image series).

In our simulations, the Technetium T is employed,
with keV. Concerning the collimator and detector
modeling, we used a standard model of collimator (with parallel
holes), whose response has a simple conical form with zero
value for incidence angles greater than the collimator aperture.
Next, the effects of the detector (scintillator-photomultiplier
tubes-measurement electronics) are modeled by a three-dimen-
sional (3-D) Gaussian transformation (two space dimensions
and one energy dimension), which describes the errors due to
the detector in evaluating positions and energy of the detected
photons. Finally, we add the Poisson noise of photon emission.
Combining all these additional modelizations, we obtain the
final series of images indexed in energy. The result is presented
in Fig. 3.

Our approach taking into account of the single scattered pho-
tons offers two advantages: it yields a realistic representation
of the first-order multi-energy image formation process and re-
duces the computational time by a factor of 100, as compared
to the Monte Carlo method.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Fig. 2 presents a thyroid phantom containing cold nodules
(original object). In Fig. 3, we give some images out of a se-
ries of 20 images generated at each energy interval

keV starting from keV. There is a good resem-
blance with actual images obtained from phantoms. The com-
putation of these 20(64 64) images lasted only five minutes
on a mid-range workstation using MatLab. One can observe
that the images at photopeak energy keV and at
backscattered photon energy keV (for )
are of good quality, whereas the image at near right angle scat-
tering keV, (for ) as expected, is the most
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Fig. 3. Multi-energy image sequence of the thyroid phantom.

affected. The others apparent images corresponding to
keV are blurred by Compton scattering.

This idea of the multi-energy approach is found useful readily
in other domains. We all know that a colored picture of an ob-
ject is the superposition of many images taken at different colors
or visible photon energies. Infrared images of the earth surface
have revealed unexpected features compared to images taken in
the visible spectrum. And images of galaxies taken with X-ray
or Gamma-ray telescopes have brought extra information to reg-
ular optical telescope pictures. However in these situations one
always assumes that point sources on the object emit photons in
a wide range of energies.

The hope is that the apparent images produced by Compton-
scattered photons once adequately modeled may be used either
in the image formation process to generate a series of realistic
images indexed in energy or be included into an image enhance-
ment procedure (subject of future work). Since the computation
time is reasonably short, the multi-energy approach may be of
interest for medical applications. Contributions of higher-order
Compton scattering will be considered in future work with the
same spirit.
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